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Outline – Workforce Challenges
• CI definition
• CI people
• CI organization
• CI strategy

Premise 1:
If we understand who we are, we can organize ourselves better, and
find methods of improving our teamwork.
Premise 2:
I am not an expert on anything that I am going to talk about.
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Proposed rules of engagement…
• Some of the topics we are going to discuss are not going to be
universally understood or universally seen as important.
• Let’s agree to be honest and forthright, but polite.
• Ask any question.
• Anytime.
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Some basics
• “Cyberinfrastructure” (Wikipedia) – “… funders use the
term cyberinfrastructure to describe research environments that
support advanced data acquisition, data storage, data
management, data integration, data mining, data visualization and
other computing and information processing services distributed over
the Internet beyond the scope of a single institution. In scientific usage,
cyberinfrastructure is a technological and sociological solution to the
problem of efficiently connecting laboratories, data, computers, and
people with the goal of enabling derivation of novel scientific theories
and knowledge.” (emphasis ala Stan).
• Science focused.
• Interdisciplinary.
• People-centric.
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My take on the major CI challenges:
Technology:
• Major shift from compute to data
• Eruption of tools and techniques
• Ephemerality of tools and techniques
• Academic pacing particularly problematic in last N?? years.
Workforce:
• Attracting the right people
• Retaining the right people
• Workforce training: helping the right people thrive
• Career paths (aka, huh?)
• Organizing organizations
• Cultural adaptation: globally, nationally, institutionally, and at the unit
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Leading CI technical staff *
The challenges of leading technical staff are interesting:
• People who deal with ideas, and whose success
depends on creativity, knowledge, and technical skills,
present special challenges from a management
standpoint.

• This stems from several factors…
* Ideas drawn from many wonderful coaches, articles, etc.
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Measure

Adjust
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Measure: Merit, Contributions, etc.
• First: There are no universally accepted yardsticks for judging
creativity.
• Professional football: the number of passes caught or intercepted,…
• Sales: How many units, margin on the units, dollars of revenue generated…
• Bell Labs: chip count, MTBF, SLOC-,…

Sure, we have:
• Papers
• Citations

• Funding
• Teaching evals.
•

Everything else
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…But, how good is a COOL research idea?
• If it's funded or published, it must be better than if it was declined,
• But if it is declined, it only means the reviewers were ignorant, biased,
and we still need to find a way to fund it, because it is good.
• It is particularly good because it was rejected!
• Those who live by their creative endeavors almost always believe their
ideas are wonderful, whether others agree or not. (more on this later)
• Indeed, there are no easily identified metrics that are consistently
applicable.
• Metrics in academia are soft enough to allow that opinion to fester, for
the most part, unchallenged.
• Leading teams and individuals that are members (or associates) of this
“tribe” is challenging…
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We are an interesting group of people:
• Scientists and engineers are overwhelmingly introverts.
• In the world of ideas, they believe in themselves and in their
intellectual abilities. (Self-confident. Self selective.)
• But, in the world of interpersonal relationships, they are often not at
ease, and …
• People in scientific and creative disciplines sometimes take pride in
not understanding or even flaunting "the rules."
•
•
•
•
•

Do not conform in dress,
Do not keep rigid work hours.
Do not value authority unless it is knowledge-based.
See conformity as a character flaw.
Universities allow creative people to be "different" and we do so with
considerable pride in the name of academic freedom.
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So here is what we are dealing with:
We are a group of people who believe we are always right, we
don't always know how to get along with others very well, and
we pride ourselves on not knowing or believing that the
"rules" apply to us.*

Now, a bit more insight into underlying types of folks. Let’s
talk about how we “self-monitor”.
* See recent Google “manifesto”.
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High Self-monitors
• Good at perceiving, accurately, what they are doing well and what they
are doing poorly.
• Good at perceiving how others want them to act.
• Tend to get along with others quite well.
• Want to please you.
• Good at role-playing their bosses and responding in ways the boss
believes are appropriate.
• Do not need a great deal of feedback, and usually appreciate being
helped.
They can be outstanding employees.
Self-monitoring definitions based on https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-monitoring
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Low Self-monitors
• Believe they know exactly what they do well or poorly, but their
perceptions may or may not agree with anyone else's perception.
• No idea what others expect of them.
• At the extreme don't really care.
• Not unusual for interpersonal problems to arise.
• Sometimes socially awkward (situationally).
• May argue with you when you provide feedback.
• Can impact morale, team spirit.
• Need frequent, and specific feedback.
They can be outstanding employees.
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So, HOW…
• Do you manage knowledge workers
• who have different ways of viewing themselves and others,
• do you maximize creativity and intellectual accomplishment,
• while keeping egos in check?

• Do you help those with limited social skills thrive in a necessarily
collaborative environment; and
• Do you respect individuality and nonconformity while maintaining
enough order in the system that the organization can function day to
day with a reasonable degree of success?

This is your mission
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To further complicate
matters: COMPLEXITY
• We have an acute technology complexity problem.
• AND, in many organizations, organizational complexity, has clouded
accountabilities.
• The reduced cost of communications brought on by the digital age has
compounded matters by bringing more people into the flow via email,
Slack, and internal knowledge-sharing platforms, further complicating
decision-making process.
• Leaders are less able to delegate decisions cleanly.
• Number of decision makers has risen.
• Too many meetings and email threads and Slack channels with too little
high-quality dialogue.
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To deal with complexity:
• We need to untangle decision making.
• Become flatter and more agile.
• With decision authority and accountability
going hand in hand.
Agile organization models get decision making into the
right hands, are faster in reacting to (or anticipating) shifts
in the environment, and often become magnets for top
talent, who prefer working at companies with fewer layers
of management and greater empowerment.

• Next:
• Organizational forms
• Decision making
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Organizational Forms*
• Any organization that has made it past the start-up stage is optimized for
efficiency rather than for strategic agility – the ability to capitalize on
opportunities and dodge threats with speed and assurance.
• The traditional (hierarchical) ways that we all know of setting and implementing
strategy are insufficient.
• If you are not rethinking direction regularly
• constantly adjusting to changing context, and
• quickly making significant operational changes,
• then you are at risk.

• This is true in business, and now has become true for many academic units.
• Academic units hate change.
• The rate of change in most academic units is generational.
(Excerpted from Competitive Strategy: Accelerate! By John P. Kotter, Harvard Business Review, November 2012)
* with some stuff from Stan. Don’t blame Kotter.
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Hierarchies
• Hierarchies and standard managerial processes, even when minimally
bureaucratic, are inherently risk-averse and resistant to change.
• Politics: Managers are loath to take chances without permission from
superiors. This is reinforced relentlessly in academia, particularly public
universities.
• Cultural: People cling to their habits (think curricula) and fear loss of
power and stature (think space)—two essential elements of hierarchies.
They also fear “exposure”.
• Hierarchies crave stability and default to doing what they already know
how to do. (These characteristics are even more pronounced when you
pile one hierarchy on top of another to create a matrixed
organization.)
• Most CI organizations are, by definition, matrixed – we share people.
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Hierarchies are useful for some stuff
Divisions
Procedures

Expertise
Clear reporting relationships

Accountability

Planning

Budgeting

Defining jobs

Hiring & firing

Measuring results
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Hierarchies
• Daily demands of running an organization, which traditional hierarchies
and managerial processes still do very well.
• What we need is a second “operating system”, devoted to the design and
implementation of strategy, that uses an agile, network-like structure and
a very different set of processes.
• Two systems that operate in concert.
• (Daniel Kahneman (Thinking, Fast and Slow, 2011) describing the brain as
two coordinated operating systems, one more emotional and one more
rational.) This is similar to what we want to create in our organizations.
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NETWORK

HIERARCHY

Fluid, shifting
groups

Guiding
Coalition

Volunteers Staff
the Network

Based on Accelerate! By John P. Kotter, Harvard Business Review, November 2012
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Complementary systems
• Many change agents, not just the usual few appointees: pull more people into the strategic
change game; volunteers.
• A want-to and get-to – not just a have-to – mind set: people want to be change agents &
have permission to do so.

• Head and heart, not just head: appeal to their emotions, speak to their genuine desire to
contribute to positive change, giving greater meaning and purpose to their work.
• More leadership, not just more management: at the core of a successful hierarchy is
competent management; strategy network needs lots of leadership, vision, opportunity,
agility, inspired action, and celebration.
• Two systems, one organization: the network and the hierarchy must be inseparable, with a
constant flow of information and activity between them.
• Networks = TEAMS.
• Permits a more agile response to both internal and external drivers.
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HOW?
• Urgency around a single big opportunity.
• Build and maintain a guiding coalition (leadership has to constantly
“permit” new behavior.).
• Formulate a strategic vision and develop change initiatives designed to
capitalize on the big opportunity.
• Communicate the vision and the strategy to create buy-in and attract a
growing volunteer army.
• Accelerate movement toward the vision and the opportunity by ensuring
that network removes barriers.
• Celebrate visible, significant short-term wins.
• Never let up. Keep learning from experience. Don’t declare victory too
soon.
• Institutionalize strategic changes in the culture.
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Organizational Forms Summary
• As a dual operating system evolves, it doesn’t jolt the organization the
way sudden change does.
• People have been talking for a quarter of a century about the need for
more leaders, because an organization’s top two or three executives
can no longer do it all.
• The bigger the organization is, the more leadership needs to be
distributed.
• But very few jobs in traditional hierarchical organizations provide the
information and the experience needed to become a leader.
• The inevitable failures of single operating system hurt us now, but we
need to change and adapt.
• This does NOT address the “career path” conundrum we have in CI-Orgs
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Strategy (1)
So we need a strategy process that takes into account:
• The kind of people we are,
• The organizations we live within,
• The organization we must become in order to thrive and have lasting
impact.

We need a strategy strategy!
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Strategy (2)
• Strategy should be viewed as a dynamic force that constantly
seeks opportunities, identifies initiatives that will capitalize on
them, and completes those initiatives swiftly and efficiently.
• “searching, doing, learning, and modifying,”

• The more an organization exercises its strategy skills, the
more adept it becomes at dealing with a hypercompetitive
environment.
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Open Strategic Planning *
• Create a RENCI
Strategic Plan
• Open process used
throughout
• Staff and stakeholder
driven
RENCI Strategic Plan:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B3bFpDR9mZTsbUI2M0VaUk9YWGs/view?usp=sharing

*not led by managers or leaders
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Based on Accelerate! By John P. Kotter, Harvard Business Review, November 2012
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Democratized Data Driving Discovery

http://renci.org/wp-content/uploads/2008/09/RENCI_Strategic_Plan_2017.pdf

Democratized Data Driving Discovery
Vision
RENCI is a leader in data science and an essential catalyst for
data-driven discoveries leading to better health, a safer
environment, and improved economic & business successes.

Mission
RENCI develops and deploys data science cyberinfrastructure
that helps researchers in academia, government, and business
use data to drive discoveries, innovate, make informed
decisions, and spur economic development

Goals
National Preeminence in Data Science Cyberinfrastructure
through:
• Competitive national funding portfolio
• Sustainable institutional business models
• Greater internal efficiencies
• Open, inclusive, accountable, and transparent culture

Strategies
RENCI will:
1. Be a key contributor and partner to data science initiatives across UNC
and North Carolina
2. Create a common technological platform for data science
cyberinfrastructure
3. Develop robust cyberinfrastructure that is national and interoperable
4. Use our data science analytics expertise to provide integrated solutions
5. Promote and communicate working solutions for data science
cyberinfrastructure
6. Undertake state-of-the-art data science research that has the potential
for significant new advances
7. Stimulate community adoption of our solutions through strategic
engagement and exploring commercialization
8. Broaden our funding portfolio
9. Systematically engage new partners
10. Bolster the participation and leadership of women and underrepresented minorities at RENCI
11. Increase internal organizational transparency
12. Attract, empower, and retain exceptional staff
13. Train working professionals and students in data science to meet the
national workforce needs.
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RENCI Strategic Plan (SP) Implementation Progress - 2017
http://renci.org/strategicplan

Actions lead to
Creation of
Working Group Teams

Turn Tasks
into Actions

SP Committee
Value Mod. Tool
Map and Align
SP Goals to Tasks
Next:
Implement SP

January

February

March

April

…
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RENCI Strategic Plan (SP) Implementation Progress - 2017

Groups formed w/o
guidance from
“management”

Actions lead to
Creation of
Working Group Teams

May

June

July

August

…
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Current Teams
Engagement, Partnership, Impact, and
Consortia
Each team consists of:
Scientific Trends

Domain Science
Culture, Diversity, and Talent Development

Co-chairs (2)
Liaison to Strategic Planning
Implementation Committee (1)
Members (5-9)

Technology Steering
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Decisions
• If time permits…
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Broad

The ABCDs of categorizing decisions

Narrow

Scope
and
Impact

Big-bet decisions with major

Cross-cutting decisions that are

consequences for the company, often
involving situations with unclear right
or wrong choices.

frequent and require broad
collaboration across organizational
boundaries.

Ad hoc decisions that arise

Delegated decisions that can be

episodically; impact on broader
organization depends upon how
concentrated they are.

assigned to individual primarily
accountable or to working team.

Unfamiliar, infrequent

Familiar, frequent

Level of familiarity
Excerpted from: http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/untangling-your-organizations-decision-making
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Big bets need to be handled thoughtfully.
• Owner: a clear, one-sentence problem statement.
• Break things down, and connect them up.
• Have a right kind of interaction and discussion, including quality
debate, competing scenarios, and devil’s advocates.
• Fast-but-good decision making requires bringing the available facts to
the table and committing to the outcome of the decision.
• Be willing to commit even if opposed during the debate.
• Make sure who will communicate the decision and who owns the
actions to begin carrying it out.
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Cross-cutting decisions
• Far more frequent than big-bet decisions.
• Challenge is choreography needed to bring multiple parties together
to provide the right input, at the right time.
• Map out the decision-making process.
• Work through a set of real-life scenarios.
• Establish governance (decision makers or critical “informers”).
• Create shared objectives, metrics, and collaboration targets.
• Persons involved feel responsible.
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Delegated decisions
• Frequent and relatively routine elements of day-to-day management.
• Placing responsibility for these decisions in the hands of those closest
to the work typically delivers faster, better, and more efficiently
executed decisions.
• Delegate more decisions.
• Avoid overlap of decision rights.
• Establish a clear escalation path.
• Don’t let people abdicate.
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Major CI challenges:
Technology:
• How can we prepare our organization to be able to use new tools, new practices and new
methods?
• How can we transfer-out – and scale - our expertise?
• How do we sustain solutions that are, in many cases, bespoke-ish?
• Academic pacing must not be the rate-limiter.

Workforce:
• What are the right ways to attract the right people?
• What are the most important reasons people want to work for a CI shop?
• Can we find a mechanism that supports continuous workforce training?
• Can we devise sensible career paths?
• How can we incent change in organizational expectations, workforce habits, rewards,
reputational norms, …?
• How can we truly overcome the persistent challenges we face around diversity?
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THANKS!

DISCUSSION?
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